
Race Analysis
by Mark Ratzky

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds and up, California-bred, maiden claiming
$50,000, Five and One-half Furlongs 

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance:  Big Bad Gary

Jockey
Geovanni Franco

Horses listed by program number

1. Midnight Bandit - No threat behind a runaway winner in his
return to the wars five weeks ago across town; runner-up in his
only try over this layout back in December, he has the race under
his belt now and Carava adds the blinkers, which has been a prof-
itable angle; figures right there under track's all-time leading pilot. 
2. Calder Vale - Still seeking the diploma in his 17th attempt,
including several outings at a lesser level; a 2nd and a 3rd from his
trio of starts over this track, the most recent coming over a sloppy
track at last year's winter stand; race one back was ok, but eased in
that last try. 
3. L’Engineer - Both appearances came last month running short
over the Santa Anita lawn and he wasn't a threat in either of those
while beaten double digits; gets first chance to race over the track
where he trains with a bullet five-eighths move in tow; blinkers off
and shows up with a tag. 
4. Big Bad Gary - He may have already missed 17 chances,
including 5 Orange County forays, but he has some good races on
his card and earned a big number the last time he competed over
this strip, if you're willing to go back a year; leading No Cal rider
trying his luck down here and takes assignment.
5. Here I Go Indy - First of 2 beginners in the cast; sire is 0-for-
8 with new faces while mom was winless in 4 starts and her only
starter is 0-for-2; picked things up here in last two drills here, but
wait for a softer spot.  
6. Afternoon Heat - Hollendorfer debuter figures to get plenty
of support from cozy outside box with Franco guiding; Unusual
Heat hits a 10% with his newbies while the dam won 3 of 23 for
145K and has had 2 winners from 3 to the wars, including Jaya
(10-for-24, 65K); looks to have solid local a.m. foundation. 

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

6. Afternoon Heat
1. Midnight Bandit
4. Big Bad Gary

Mark Ratzky
6. Afternoon Heat
1. Midnight Bandit
4. Big Bad Gary

1st
RACE
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Race Analysis
by Mark Ratzky

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds and up, top claiming price $8,000
One Mile

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance:  Fishel

Trainer
Reed Saldana

Horses listed by program number

1. Lead Star - Formerly trained by Mullins; dropping to the
lowest level of his career and well below the price they paid
for him back in late February; did have a little trouble in the
most recent grass try,  both lifetime scores have come at this
exact once-around journey and this looks like a pretty cozy
spot with veteran Delgadillo at the helm.  
2. Gray Admiral - Did a steady fade here opening day
behind a runaway winner while racing for a bit higher tag;
both wins have come on the turf, the most recent in March
over the Turf Paradise green; looking in other directions for
the first couple of placings.  
3. Fishel - Had been on the sidelines for over 17 months
when he showed up here in March under the lights and was
no factor going 870 yards after some bumping away from
there; steady string of local works in the interim, but back in
the day his game was the turf and that long vacation has to be
a concern
4. Point Guard - Gets the first chance to compete for
Saldana over the course he calls home; has had to be happy
with minor awards without really threatening in the last few at
Santa Anita, but this dip in company could do wonders for his
outlook; last win came at this trip, albeit over a sloppy track in
late January. 
5. Jump the Tracks - Gives the Saldana barn two strong
looks at the outcome and was runner-up in his most recent
local appearance at this journey a year ago; lacked the needed
punch when claimed a month ago up at Golden Gate and they
wheel him right back for the same price while going against a
very modest group; major threat to return instant dividends. 

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

5. Jump the Tracks
1. Lead Star
4. Point Guard

Mark Ratzky
5. Jump the Tracks
4. Point Guard
1. Lead Star 
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Race Analysis
by Mark Ratzky

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds and up, fillies and mares, 
top claiming price $16,000, Six Furlongs 

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance:  Chay Up And Away

Jockey
Martin Garcia

Horses listed by program number

1. Blew By You - Lone 3-year-old in the field drops in for
the lowest tag of her career and dons the blinkers in hopes of
turning things around; picked up the show money the last
time she raced over this strip last December; two efforts this
year make her a dicey proposition today. 
2. Whirling - Last seen finishing a solid 3rd going once
around on the Santa Anita turf a month ago, despite having
some traffic issues while a bit rank in the early stages; a run-
ner-up in her lone attempt over this unique course last season
and looms a major player under apprentice Diaz, who started
the meet in fine style. 
3. Fracas - Returns from a Northern California invasion
that saw her with a couple of near-misses while racing over the
GG tapeta; only race over this track resulted in a victory,
although you have to go back a year and a half to find it;
should be right on top of the action from the get-go and
looms large with this group. 
4. Chay Up and Away - After opening up a long lead in the
stretch in that last Arcadia venture, this gal just did last with
that pair finishing well ahead of the rest; appears to be stepping
up her game with each start this year following a lengthy time
on the bench and seems to have found a perfect partner in
Maldonado. 
5. Red Stich - Note the 10 place and show finishes to go with
the 2 victories, and you have to go pretty far back to find the
most recent snapshot; some trouble in the most recent SA try
and go back one and you have an effort that makes her a seri-
ous threat; the right post for a stalking journey under Garcia. 

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

2. Whirling
3. Fracas 
3. Chay Up and Away

Mark Ratzky
2. Whirling

3. Fracas 
5. Red Stitch
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Race Analysis
by Bob Mieszerski

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds & Up, maidens, 
Six Furlongs

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance: The Longest Night

Roberto Spasiano of
Rancho San Roberto

Horses listed by program number
1. Oil Can Knight - Returns to dirt and goes outside to
inside after sharp second at shorter trip two weeks ago. The
best of the experienced hands and the one to defeat if he
transfers his grass form to the local main track.
2. General McCarthy - Sire has won 6% of his rookies and
unraced dam has had two of her four foals win. Has some gaps
in a work pattern that dates to January. Prefer to see a race.
3. Noble Pursuit- Curlin has won with nearly 13% of his
debuters and dam, who was a Grade III winner at age, has had
two winners from six prior foals, most notably, Unchained
Melody, who won the Mother Goose Stakes for trainer Brian
Lynch in 2017. Has prepped locally for his debut for produc-
tive owner-trainer combination and won’t have to be a super-
star to contend.
4. Love and Hold - Overmatched in first two starts, the latest
when seventh of eight when 55-1 on the turf 33 days ago.
Blew out sharply over this track a week ago and goes for a new
stable. Formerly trained by the late Louis Bradvica. Longshot.
5. Sharpshootingeorge - Bernardini has won with 11% of
his firsters from a large sampe and is first foal from a dam who
won twice and banked a bit more than $100,000. San Luis
Reu worktab doesn’t entice, so looking elsewhere.
6. The Longest Night - Runner-up in pair of outings in the
Southwest, the latest at this distance six weeks ago at the now
closed Arizona Downs. Three listed drills since shipping to
Southern California and has to be considered a player with
these as he adds blinkers. Formerly trained by Scott Rollins. 

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

3. Noble Pursuit
1. Oil Can Knight
6. The Longest Night

Mark Ratzky
1. Oil Can Knight
3. Noble Pursuit
6. The Longest Night
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Race Analysis
by Bob Mieszerski

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds & Up, fillies & mares, top claiming price
$12,500, One Mile

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance: Topaz Time

Aron Wellman of
Eclipse Thoroughbred

Horses listed by program number

1. Reinahermosa - Veteran mare drops after being over-
matched when seventh of nine when 102-1 at this distance
on turf 26 days ago. Has only one exacta finish since the
beginning of 2018 and only victory came over three years
ago at shorter trip against $30,000 maidens.  Tough to
endorse.
2. Norwegian - Steps into a muich softer spot after chasing
the sharp Seaside Dancer at this distance on turf a little over one
month. Better suited with these and should be forwardly placed
in a race without much pace. Lone win came going two turns
over the synthetic surface at Golden Gate Fields when 5-2 last
Dec. 1. Should be a major player in this context.
3. Sippin’ Sweet Tea - Rallied from last to defeat weak
maiden field going shorter 27 days ago at Golden Gate
Fields. Was eased at this trip in only try on conventional dirt
April 26 in Arcadia, so siding against a repeat for the lightly-
raced sophomore.
4. Topaz Time - Hasn’t been seen since setting the pace and
fading to finish last in tougher spot on the turfr nine months
ago. Romped in lone try over this track at this trip during the
2018 Los Angeles County Fair meet and is the only two time
winner in the field. Threat off the bench.
5. Blueberry Princess - Close early, then weakened when
the real racing began to finish last of nine when making grass
debut at this distance 26 days ago. Broke her maiden at eight
furlongs with a pace pressing jouirney four starts ago, so
could stick around for a piece over a track on which she has
hit the board in one of three previous races.

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

4. Topaz Time
2. Norwegian
5. Blueberry Princess

Mark Ratzky
4. Topaz Time
. Norwegian
5. Blueberry Princess

5th
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Race Analysis
by Bob Mieszerski

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds & Up, fillies & mares, starter/claiming, claim-
ing price $10,000, Five & One Half Furlongs

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance: Angels N Devildogs

Scott Sherwood
of Blinkers On Racing

Horses listed by program number
1. Empress of Lov - Returns to the daytime oval - over which he
has failed to hit the board in four attempts - after disappointing as the
favorite at shorter trip at night three weeks ago.  Maiden is tough to
recommend.
2. Red Livy - Switches to dirt after tiring to finish fifth of seven when
42-1`in comeback vs. tougher in initial start in about 10 months. Irish
bred has started only once before on this surface, finishing third after
setting the pace going longer during the 2018 Summer Festival. All
four of her victories came sprinting on turf when conditioned by Phil
D’Amato.
3. Angels N Devildogs - Tries different surace in her return to
Southern California after failing to threaten against tougher gang at
slightly shorter distance six weeks ago at Golden Gate Fields. Florida
bred is a .500 hitter on Tapeta, but has been off the board in two tries
on dirt. Could prove dangerous for high percentage stable if able to
shake loose early.
4. Sturdy One - Canadian bred mare is on a roll, having won three
in a row at different distances at two different tracks. Held on to beat
a next out winner Road Test going longer nearly two months ago in
first after being claimed for $12,500 from Andrew Lerner. Tough to
ignore 11 time winner, but she has yet to haven an exacta finish in
three local appearances.
5. Todos Santos - Late runner was no match for Duranga when sec-
ond six weeks ago. Goes for stable that has been potent first off the
claim this year after being taken for $10,000 from Kelly Castaneda.
Owns a local victory as she broke her maiden during the 2017
Summer Thoroughbred Festival when trained by John Sadler. Will be
finishing.
6. Duranga - Draws outside in search of a repeat after easy score
going a sixteenth of a mile longer May 24. Mare has gone back-to-
back before, winning at two different tracks last year when trained by
Hall of Famer Jerry Hollendorfer. Prime contender.

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

4. Sturdy One
6. Duranga
5. Todos Santos

Mark Ratzky
6. Duranga
4. Sturdy One
5. Todos Santos 
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Race Analysis
by Bob Mieszerski

A Closer Look...

3-Year-Olds & up, maiden fillies & mares, 
claiming price $20,000, Six Furlongs

Top Recent Equibase Speed  Figure  at this distance: Hansen Tale Blues

Owner
Nick Alexander

Horses listed by program number
1. Thanks - Shortens up after five consecutive routes, the latest when fifth
of seven when 5-2 in slow contest three weeks ago. Has hit the board in over
half of her nine starts, so has to be considered in the exotics once more as she
sprints for the first time since she was the beaten favorite here last Dec. 14 in
her initial start after being claimed for $30,000 from Dan Blacker.
2. Lala Fleur - Hasn’t been competitive in most of her tries under the lights
vs. cheaper company and was eased the only time she tried the daytime oval
during the 2018 Winter meet. Pass.
3. Tip Tap Time - Sire has yet to have a first out winner from seven attempts
and first foal out of a dam who failed to win in her lone afternoon appear-
ance. Trainer-jockey combination struck with a 17-1 debut winner on open-
ing day (June 29) of the Summer Thoroughbred Festival, so beware.
4. Aleda Lutz - Down a peg as she tries dirt for the first time after six defeats
on Tapeta and turf in Northern Califrornia. Has never competed at this level,
so homebred could factor if she takes to the new surface.
5. Mongolian Midnight -  Well beaten in two turf tries for higher price
tags and has yet to show any zip. Tough to support homebred even with the
class relief for stable that is winning at a 17% clip in 2019 with a limited num-
ber of starters.
6. Laker Jet - Failed to take off in any of her three races on grass, so drops
and moves to dirt for winning stable. Drops in price, and did turn in her best
effort in her sprint debut, so not impossible with these ladies.
7. Hansen Tale Blues - Pressed early, then weakened to finish fifth of eight
when 7-2 in  race dominated by the favorite. Runner-up in two previous
races vs. similar, so could rebound as she gets a rider change.
8. Darpa - Finished directly behind two next out winners when third in her
career debut at this trip two starts ago before finishing far back when
stretched out on turf. Looms the one to defeat if she repeats her bow as she
gets first shot to race over her home track.
9. Magnificent Q.T. - Runner-up when 13-1 in same race Hansen Tale
Blues exits June 9. Flees the rail as she makes second start after extended layoff
and should put in some sort of late run at the very least. Ran well in her
debut in 2018, then was eased after a stumbling start about a month later, so
the possibility exists she could regress this time around.
10. Tengs Wonder - Opened up a clear lead in the stretch, then couldn’t
hold late 39 days ago at Arizona Downs. Second in all three starts in the
Southwest for lower price tags, but failed to threaten in two races on this cir-
cuit last year. Outsider.

Handicappers Selections
Bob Mieszerski

8. Darpa
9. Magnificent Q.T.
4. Aleda Lutz

Mark Ratzky
8. Darpa
9. Magnificent Q.T.
4. Aleda Lutz

7th
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